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DISCUSSION: The application for temporary resident status pursuant to the terms of the settlement
agreements reached in Catholic Social Services, Inc.,et al., V. Ridge, et al., CN. NO. S-86-1343-LKK. (E.D.
Cal) January 23, 2004, and Felicity Mary Newman; et al., v. United 'States Immigration and Citizenship

' Services, et ai., CN. NO. 87-4757-WDK (C.D. Cal) February 17, 2004, (CSSJNewman Settlement
Agreements) was denied by the District Director, New York, and is now before the Administrative Appeals
Office (AAO) on appeal. The appeal will be dismissed. ,

The applicant submitted a Form 1-687,Application for Status as a Temporary Resident under Section 245A ofthe
Immigration and Nationality Act (Act), and a Form 1-687 Supplement, CSSlNewman Class Membership
.Worksheet, The director determined that the applicant had not established by a preponderance of the evidence
that she had continuously resided in the United States .iri an unlawful status for the duration 'of the requisite
period. Specifically, the director determined that the evidence submitted fails to establish that the applicant

, resided in the United States from prior to January 1, 1982 until 1984. The director also found that the latest "
affidavit submitted by the applicant in response to the notice of intent to deny '(NOill) was insufficient. The
'director denied the 'application, finding that the applicant had not met her burden of proof and was, therefore,
not eligible to adjust to temporary resident status ,pursuant to the terms ,of the CSS/Newman Settlement
Agreements.

On appeal, the applicant explains why the latest affidavit submitted in response to the NOill was deficient and
states that she intends to submit further evidence: .To date, however, more than 16 months after the appeal was
filed, the record is void ofany indication that supplemental evidence was rec~ived in support of the appeal.'

As stated in 8 C.F~R. § 103.3(a)(3)(iv), any appeal which is filed that fails to state the reason for appeal, or is
patently frivolous.willbe summarily dismissed.

A review of the decision reveals the director accurately set forth a legitimate basis for denial of the application.
On appeal, the applicant has not presented additional evidence. Nor has she addressed the grounds stated for
denial. The appeal must therefore be summarily dismissed.'

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. This decision constitutes a final notice of ineligibility.

1 The record shows that the appeal was initially received on July 18: 2006, 25 days afterthe director's decision was '

issued. The record also shows that the appeal was rejected and subsequently refiled by the applicant. the second r~ceil't

date is shown as August 8, 2006, or 46 days after the director's decision was issued. As the record does not indicate why

the initial filing was rejected, the AAO cannot determine that the rejection was proper. Therefore, the AAO will deein
the appeal timely filed.


